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This latest edition has been updated with new and revised definitions to keep it current and at the

forefront of essential information for those seeking a timely legal resource. It includes recent

modifications in federal and state law, making it a quick-reference guide for law students, legal

professionals, and interested laypersons. The author defines more than 5,000 legal terms, using

nontechnical language that remains legally accurate. Terms are documented with citations and

apply to civil procedure, commercial and contract law, constitutional law, criminal law, property law,

and torts. This title is also available in a larger trim-size trade edition with bigger type.
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I purchased all my my required law books and supplements in one shipment; this was added as a

recommendation. I returned it unused because it is completely unnecessary as a law student and as

a legal professional (according to two judges, all my law professors, personal judgment, and friends

in the legal landscape). If you don't understand a term, or need clarification - use the internet, like a

resourceful adult. I was caught in a book-buying frenzy, and this was an impulse buy through

curiosity. No one uses this - we carry enough volumes of legal books every day of the week - this is

an unnecessary brick of (free online) information.

This dictionary has met my expectations!I bought this dictionary for my criminal justice class.Haven't

used it but seems like it would be easy to find words and flip over the pages as the book is 8inx4.5in



GREAT SIZE!Slightly thick (608+ pages) but not heavy. Though font is quite

small.Cover-aesthetically pleasing; leathery-feelingOverall, I like this dictionary! Would recommend!

The BEST law dictionary. More useful than Black's. I used this when I was in law school and

recently gave a copy to a foreign lawyer trained in a civil law country and starting an LLM here.

She's already found it useful.

A small but powerful Law Dictionary, a must have. So that you can have a better understanding, of

what your lawyer is talking about.

I was truly pleased at how affordable this text was. Being a college student, textbooks tend to be

excessively expensive- what a pleasant surprise when I purchased this one! The dictionary is

thorough and easy to use.

If your not going to be a lawyer, this book is great to understand how law works.

excellent- everything i expected

Use this book all of the time to find legal terms. Received it in time and good shape. Thanks
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